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Figure 1. Remarkable fossils continue to be found along Calvert Cliffs.
Mike Ellwood discovered this immature dolphin caudal (tail) vertebra
that was deeply gouged by this Carcharocles megalodon tooth (see
also Figures 2 & 3 on the following page). Although the tooth was not
imbedded in the body of the vertebra, at the time they were discovered
they were so intimately associated that there is no doubt that this tooth
was shed by the individual shark that was gnawing on the dolphin
vertebra. Unfortunately, no other bones of this dolphin were found.

Megalodon
pursuing
two
eurhinodelphinids. Painting by
CMM artist Tim Scheirer. ©
CMM.
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Figure 2. CMM-V-8331 in left lateral view. Notice
that the epiphyses have not fused to the ends of the
centrum. They were preserved, but were not included
in this photograph. That the epiphyses had not fused
suggests that this individual dolphin was not fully
mature. More conspicuously, this anterior caudal
vertebra shows an especially deep gouge that cuts
diagonally across the upper half of the centrum. The
deepest part of the gouge occurs on the upper front
end of the vertebra just below the neural arch. The
gouges into the bone show no signs of healing. We
do not know if this gouge was the result of active
predation or scavenging on the part of the juvenile
megalodon.
Extant great white sharks, Carcharodon
carcharias, rarely scavenge smaller marine
mammals (seals or diminutive odontocetes),
however they do actively prey upon these smaller
prey items (Collareta et al., 2017). The odontocete
vertebra described here would have come from an
individual no longer than 3m, smaller than the 4m
megalodon (see Figure 3 caption). If megalodon had
a similar predatory penchant (Collareta et al., 2017),
then it is more likely that these gouge marks are the
result of active predation rather than from
scavenging.

Figure 3. CMM-V-8331 shown in labial (outer) view
preserves the juvenile Carcharocles megalodon tooth
that cut deeply into the dolphin vertebra. The tooth is
49mm (1.9 inches) high (perpendicular to root base).
An anterior tooth like this would have come from a
shark that was approximately 4m (13 feet) long. This
tooth came from a small megalodon, considering
that they may have attained lengths of 18m (60 feet).
Reference
Collareta, A., Lambert, O., Landini, W., Di Celma,
C., Malinverno, E., Varas-Malca, R., Urbina, M.,
and Bianucci, G. 2017. Did the giant extinct
shark Carcharocles megalodon target small
prey? Bite marks on marine mammal remains
from the late Miocene of Peru. Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology, 469: 84–91.
DOI: 10.1016/j.palaeo.2017.01.001
Text and photos submitted by S. Godfrey and M.
Ellwood. ☼
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Rhino Partial Skull Found
CMM Paleo Collections Manager, John
Nance found a Miocene rhinoceros partial skull
along Calvert Cliffs. The sediments that comprise
Calvert Cliffs accumulated in marine environments,
which makes the discovery of a land mammal even
more extraordinary.

To date, this is the largest piece of a large
land mammal skull found along Calvert Cliffs. The
rhino lived approximately 10 million years ago. It
would appear to be part of a Teleoceras skull.

CMM Catalogue Online
Search through our catalogued specimens at:
http://calvertmarinemuseum.pastperfectonline.com/a
dvancedsearch ☼

Possible Fish Skull Endocast

Fossil partial rhino skull found along Calvert Cliffs.
The back 1/3 of the skull was preserved. Left lateral
view.

Modern Sumatran rhinoceros (Dicerorhinus
sumatrensis) skull (without lower jaw) in a left
lateral view. Preserved portion of Calvert Cliffs skull
outlined in yellow. Text submitted by J. Nance.
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

This curious ?fish skull endocast was brought to my
attention by Jeri Cuffley. Manys thank to Dr.
Giorgio Carnevale (Italy) for helping with its
identification. Hand by E. Baker, photos submitted
by J. Cuffley. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Snakehead Skull added to CMM
Comparative Osteology Collection

will include other Cretaceous members of the flora
and fauna.

This snakehead skull (Channa argus) was found by
Castalia Anicua and donated by Rick Smith and
Castalia Anicua. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Dinosaurs of Maryland
Coming to CMM
A new exhibit on the dinosaurs of Maryland
will open on Saturday, March 24th at the Calvert
Marine Museum. This temporary exhibit in our
mezzanine gallery will feature original Cretaceous
fossils, mostly from Dinosaur Park in Laurel,
Maryland.
http://history.pgparks.com/sites_and_museums/Dino
saur_Park.htm
Fossils for this exhibit are on loan from PG
County’s Dinosaur Park, The Smithsonian
Institution, Mike Folmer, George Fonger, Rick
Smith and Ray Stanford. We are very grateful for
this collaboration.

Here is a lovely nearly complete raptor claw on loan
from the Smithsonian (USNM 535490) that will be
included in the exhibit. Assistant Paleontology
Curator Donald Morgan III is compiling the
exciting content for this new exhibit. ☼

Donation from Sharktooth Hill,
California

We are the happy recipients of a lovely donation of
representative fossils (some of which are shown
here) from the famous Miocene Sharktooth Hill
locality in Kern County, California. These fossils
were donated to the CMM by Jesse Black and
Claudia Sotomayor. Many thanks! ☼

This replica ornithomimid dinosaur skull will be
featured. This Makerbot-made skull is one of several
dinosaur skulls that will be included in the exhibit.
Along with mostly small dinosaur fossils, the exhibit
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Miocene Bryozoan

☼

Miocene Camel Tooth Found
Mike Ellwood found this remarkably beautiful
example of a Miocene bryozoan colony along
Calvert Cliffs. Fossil bryozoan colonies are found on
a regular basis along the cliffs, but large carnationlike clusters of this caliber are a rare find indeed.

Kim Freeland found this camel lower anterior
premolar tooth along Calvert Cliffs. Hands by M.
Baughman, photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
Underside of the bryozoan colony.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Before the Nuclear Power Plant

Photos submitted by R. E. Eshelman. Many thanks to
R. Reese for scanning the original slides. ☼

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Saturday, March 3rd, 2018. Fossil Club meeting at
1:00 pm in the 3rd floor lounge followed by a public
lecture in the Harms Gallery at 2:30 pm. Dr. Olivier
Lambert (Belgium) will speak on fossil dolphins.
Saturday, April 28th, 2018. Fossil Club meeting at
1:00 pm in the 3rd floor lounge followed by a public
lecture in the Harms Gallery at 2:30 pm.
Subject to change! Saturday, September 8th, 2018.
Fossil Club meeting at 1:00 pm in the 3rd floor
lounge followed by a public lecture in the Harms
Gallery at 2:30 pm.
Saturday, November 17th, 2018. 12:00 PM –
Chestnut Cabin @ Scientists Cliffs – beach
walk/collecting, potluck lunch, meeting, and
presentation. ☼

Ecphora on Ice

In spite of the ice, CMMFC member, Stephen Groff
found this lovely Ecphora shell. Photo submitted by
S. Groff. ☼

These photos were taken circa 1967-68 by Dr. Ralph
E. Eshelman during early construction of the
Calvert Cliffs nuclear power plant. He and a team of
Shark Tooth in a Coprolite
paleontologists had access to the site to collect
http://www.poozeum.com/shark-tooth-coprolite.html
fossils. It was a paleocological research project by
I put together a short summary on my website about
the Smithsonian Institution and the Maryland
the coprolite along with some detailed photos.
Academy of Sciences with funding from National
Submitted by G. Frandsen. ☼
Geographic, the Ford Foundation and others.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Editor Note: During the beach walk prior to our
November 2017 club meeting at Scientists Cliffs,
Dave Bohaska found a dead and leg-banded brown
pelican on the beach. He reported the tag number
and received the following certificate from the
United States Geological Survey. The following
information on bird banding accompanied the
certificate and is reproduced here because it will be
of interest to club members.

Tagged Brown Pelican

Stephen: Data on brown pelican that several of the
club members saw dead on the beach on our pot luck
day. I did credit Scott Kroff specifically and "other
people" in the remarks section, but certificate with
data came to me since they had my contact info.
Dave

Data from banded birds are used in monitoring
populations, setting hunting regulations, restoring
endangered
species,
studying
effects
of
environmental contaminants, and addressing such
issues as Avian Influenza, bird hazards at airports,
and crop depredations. Results from banding studies
support national and international bird conservation
programs such as Partners in Flight, the North
American Waterfowl Management Plan, and
Wetlands for the Americas.
The North American Bird Banding Program is under
the general direction of the U.S. Geological Survey
and the Canadian Wildlife Service. Cooperators
include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Mexico's
National Commission for the Knowledge and Use of
Biodiversity and Secretary of the Environment and
Natural Resources; other federal, state and provincial
conservation agencies; universities; amateur
ornithologists; bird observatories; nature centers;
nongovernmental organizations such as Ducks
Unlimited and the National Audubon Society;
environmental consulting firms and other private
sector businesses. However, the most important
partner in this cooperative venture is you, the person
who voluntarily reported a recovered band. Thank
you for your help.
U.S. Geological Survey
Canadian Wildlife Service
Please Report Bands at
www.reportband.gov

From: BandReports@usgs.gov
Sent: Friday, December 01, 2017 10:09 PM
To: Bohaska, David <BOHASKAD@si.edu>
Subject: Certificate Of Appreciation Awarded To:
DAVID BOHASKA (band#: 1238-02532 date:
11/18/2017)

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article5166543/Subway-paleontology-LA-constructionunearths-fossil-trove.html

The North American Bird Banding Program

Submitted by C. Smith. ☼

Treasure-Trove of Fossils in LA

Bird banding is important for studying the
movement, survival and behavior of birds. About 60
million birds representing hundreds of species have
been banded in North America since 1904. About 4
million bands have been recovered and reported.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, Donald Morgan
III, and John Nance for proofreading this edition.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter

